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Abstract 
Ooishi, A., The Gorenstein property of the associated graded rings of powers of an ideal, 
Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 81 (1992) 191-196. 
Let (R, m) be a local ring with d = dim(R) 2 1 and with infinite residue field. By using Hilbert 
functions, we show the following theorem: Let I be an m-primary ideal such that the associated 
graded ring G(I) is Gorenstein. Then for an integer r 2 1, G(I’) is Gorenstein if and only if 
6(I) = d - 1 (mod r), where 6(Z) is the reduction exponent of 1. 
Introduction 
The following is one of the main results in [5]. 
Theorem 1 (cf. [5, Theorem 3.61). Let (R, III) be a noetherian local ring with 
dim(R) = d 2 1 and with infinite residue field. Let I be an at-primary ideal of R 
such that its associated graded ring G(Z) = @,,?(, Z”lZni is Gorenstein. Then for an 
integer r L 1, G(Z’) is Gorenstein if and only ifs(Z) = d - 1 (mod r), where 6(Z) is 
the smallest integer i such that I’+’ = JZ’ for some parameter ideal J contained in I. 
To prove (the ‘if’ part of) this theorem, we used (a slight generalization of) the 
rather elaborate theory of canonical modules for graded algebras over local rings 
developed by Ikeda in [2]. The aim of this note is to give a simpler proof of 
Theorem 1 in the way more appropriate to the spirit of [5], namely, via the use of 
Hilbert functions. 
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1. Polynomial functions 
Let f : Z+ Z be a mapping such that f(n) = 0 for any II < 0. We define the 
Hilbert series F( f, t) of f by F( f, t) = c nzO f(n) t” E Z[ [ t]]. We say that f is a 
polynomial function if there exists a polynomial Pr E Q[t] such that f(n) = Pf(n) 
for n >> 0. Then the dimension d(f) of f is defined to be zero if Pf = 0 and 
d(f) : = deg( Pr) + 1 if Pr # 0. If f # 0 is a polynomial function with d(f) = d, then 
it is well known that q.(t) : = (1 - t)“F( f, t) E Z[t] and cpf( 1) # 0 (cf. [3]). 
We say that a polynomial cp = znrO arltn E Z[t] with deg(cp) = m is positive if 
a,, >O for any n, 0 5 n I m, and that it is symmetric if a,, = a,rr_n for any m, 
0 5 n 5 m. A polynomial function f is called positive or symmetric according as 
the polynomial ‘pf is positive or symmetric. 
For any integers r, i such that 0 5 i < r and for any mapping f : .Z-+ Z, we 
define the mapping f (‘,‘) by f (r’r)(n) = f(rn + i) for any n E Z. Also we put 
f (‘,‘) = f (I! Similarly, for any f(f) = CNEL a,t” E Z[[t]][tC’], we put f”‘(t) = 
c “lE7 ar,,t”. 
Proposition 2 (cf. [l, Lemma 4.21). Let f be a polynomial function with d(f) = d, 
and let r and i be integers such that 0 5 i < r. Then 
F( fy t) = ((1 + t + . . . + t’~‘)~tC’$D~}(~)l(l - t),’ . 
Lemma 3. For any f(t) = znzO a,,? and g(t) = C,rz,, b,,t” in Z[[t]], we have 
{f(t’)dt)Y” = f(t)Mt)F . 
Proof. Since 
= c ( c a$,-,,) t” , 
nso oC,-_[nlrl 
we have 
{f(t’)s(t)>“’ = ,F,, i c a&,,-,,) t” 
= ;i, :ilig b,t’) 
=f(t)k(t)>“‘~ 0 
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Proof of Proposition 2. Define the polynomial function g by g(n) = f(n + i). Then 
f (r,i) = g”‘. Since cp,(t) = (1 - t)dF( f, t), we have 
{(1+ t + . . . + tr-‘)dt-i(Pf}(r) 
= ((1 - t’)“F(g, t)}“’ 
= (1 - t)d{ F( g, t)}“’ 
= (1 - t)V( g”‘, t) 
= (1 - t)%( f (r.i), t) . 0 
Lemma 4. Assume that cp E Z[t] is positive, symmetric, and deg(cp) = -1 (mod r). 
Then the polynomial Cc, := zOSiSr_, {tC’cp}“’ is also positive, symmetric, and 
deg(+) = [deg(cp) 14. 
Proof. Put deg(cp) = IS + r - 1, s 2 0 and 
p = a,, + a,t + . . . + ars+r_LtrS+r-’ .
Then 
{ tCicp}(r) = a, + a,+$ + a,+2rt2 + . . . + u,+J 
and deg( { tC’cp}“‘) = s = [deg(cp) ir] for any i, 0 5 i < r. Hence $ = b,, + b,t + 
. . . + b,t”, where 
bj=ur,+u,+, +...+a,,+,_, , Osjss. 
By the assumption a,, = ay if p + q = rs + r - 1. Therefore, 
b =a ., -, i-(x-/) + ar(s-j)+ I + ’ . ’ + ‘r(s-j)+r- I 
= a+-] + ar(,-l)+I + . . . + a, 
= bi , 
where 0 I j 5 s, namely, IJ is symmetric. 13 
Proposition 5. Assume that cp E Z[t] is positive, symmetric, and deg(p) = d - 1 
(mod r). Then the polynomial 
q := 2 {(l+ t + . . . + t’-‘)dtc’q}(r) 
OSiSr~l 
is also positive, symmetric, and deg(r]) - d = [ {deg(cp) - d} lr]. 
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Proof. Since 1 i t + . . . + tr-’ and cp are positive and symmetric, it is easy to see 
that 
cC,=(l+t+-+t’-yqJ 
is positive, symmetric and 
deg($) = (r - I)d + deg(cp) 
=(r--l)d+d-1=-l (modr) 
Hence, by Lemma 4, 77 is positive, symmetric and 
deg(q) = [W - W + deg(cp)) /rl 
= d + [{deg(cp) - d} lr] . 0 
Let f be a polynomial function with d(f) = d. Then there exist integers 
e,(f) = e,, 0 5 n 5 d such that 
for ~1% 0. The following lemma can be proved in the same way as [5, Lemma 3.3 
and Proposition 3.41 so we omit the proof. 
Lemma 6. Let f be a polynomial function with d(f) = d 2 1. Then: 
(1) Zf f is symmetric, then deg(cpf) = 2e,( f)le,,(f). 
(2) Zf CMcr-l f PJ) is symmetric, then 
2e,(f)-e,(f)(d- 1) (mode,,(f)+ cl 
2. Proof of Theorem 1 
For an m-primary ideal Z of a noetherian local 
H(G(Z), n) and the Hilbert series F(G(Z), t) 
ring R, the Hilbert function 
of G(Z) are defined by 
f(n) := H(G(Z), n) = l(Z”/Z”“), the length of the R-module Z”lZ”” and 
F(G(Z), t) = F( f, t) respectively. It is well known that if G(Z) is Cohen- 
Macaulay, then f is positive and 6(Z) = deg(cpf) (cf. [5]). For an integer Y 2 1, we 
have 
H(G(Z’), n) = l(Z’“lZ”“‘L’) 
= c f”“‘(n) . 
illisr- I 
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We recall the following characterization for G(Z) being Gorenstein: 
Theorem 7 (cf. [5, Theorem 1.61). Let R and I be as in Theorem 1 and assume that 
R is Gorenstein. Then G(Z) is Gorenstein if and only if it is Cohen-Macaulay and 
its Hilbert function is symmetric. 0 
Thus to prove Theorem 1, it is enough to show the following theorem: 
Theorem 8. Let f be a positive, symmetric polynomial function. Then the function 
g:= COSkS-L f ” ‘) is symmetric if and only if deg(cpf) = d - 1 (mod r). 
Proof. Assume that g is symmetric. Then, by Lemma 6, we have 
e,(f)deg(cp,)=2e,(f)=e,,(f)(d-1) (mode,,(f)r). 
Hence deg(cpf) = d - 1 (mod r). 
Conversely, assume that deg(cpf) = d - 1 (mod r). Then, by Proposition 2 and 
Proposition 5, g is symmetric. This completes the proof. 0 
3. Example 
In [5], we determined when G(m’) and R(m’) are Gorenstein for Gorenstein 
local rings R with emb(R) = e(R) + d - 1 or e(R) + d - 2, where R(Z) = enzO I” 
denotes the Rees algebra of an ideal I. Here we consider the case of emb(R) = 
e(R) + d - 3. 
Proposition 9. Let R be a Gorenstein local ring with emb(R) = e(R) + dim(R) - 3 
and dim(R) P 1. Then: 
(1) G(m’) is Gorenstein if and only if R is a hypersurface of degree 4 and 
dim(R) = 4 (mod r). 
(2) R(m’) is Gorenstein if and only if R is a hypersurface of degree 4 and 
r = dim(R) - 4. 
Proof. (1) The ‘if’ part follows from [5, Corollary 3.8(4)]. The ‘only if’ part: Put 
dim(R) = d, e(R) = e and e,(R) = e,. By [_5, Proposition 3.51, 2e, = 0 (mod e). On 
the other hand, we have e, = e + 2 by [4, Theorem 3.6(4)]. Therefore, 4 = 
2(e+2)=0( mo e an we get e = 4. Hence R is a hypersurface of degree 4 and d ) d 
by [5, Corollary 3.8(4)], d = 4 (mod r). 
(2) The ‘if’ part follows from [5, Proposition 4.7(2)]. Conversely, if R(m’) is 
Gorenstein, then G(m’) is Gorenstein. Hence our assertion follows from (1) and 
[5, Theorem 4.1(2)]. 0 
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